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LLJ aspects of both self-regulation-;and interpersonal regulation. Such capabil-

ity is gradually acquired as children refine their tOcial-cognitive.skills

(including perspective-taking, recursive thinking, and impression manage-

Mtnt) and their voluntary Muscle control (especially thoSe in the face).

Paper presented at American Psychological Association; Anaheim; Aug. 1983.
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The monitoring and modifying of our expressive behavior constitute

:-By the time we reach adulthood we have learned to regulate habitually our

eXpriVe behavior so that we are able to produce for Others' observation

and for our own coping needs expressive transformations of our otherwise

direct eMbtion,1 experience (cf. Ekman & Friesen; 1975).

Before turning our attention to the socialization of emotions as

reflected in regulated expressive behavior, four basic categories or types

of modification of expressive behavior need to be described (cf. EkMan &

Friesen, 1975; Saarni, 1982). They are: (a) the regulation created by adopt:

ion of cultural display rubs; (b) the dissemblance created. by personal

01) or idiosyncratic display rules; (c) direct deception; and (d) theatrical

or draMatic pretense; Each of these categories will be briefly discussed

01) with the exceptiOn of the last; theatrical pretense, which may be more

Imm4 appropriately examined within the context of children's play rather than

under the rubric of self-regulation of emotional behaViOr;

COltural display rules. The dissociation of emotional state and

rau4
external expressive behavior is most obviouS in cultural display rule usage.

CUltural display rules govern the appropriateness of expressive' behavior:

they are essentially social conventions that prescribe how one should Took,

even if one does not feel the emotion that would correspond to the accept-

able facial expression; For example, one does not normally show one's

e`t



displeasure at receiving an unwanted gift if the gift-giver expects one

to like it (cf. Saarni,4n prets)With-cultural display rule usage the

acceptable or normative expressive behavior.is produced in a given situation,

and the interpersonal exchange is thOs reliably 'regulated in that the inter-

actants dovetail their Verbal and nonverbal responses to one another in

in a predictable fashion (see alo sotiologiCal consideration of this

issue, e.g., GoffMan, 1972; HothSChild, 1979);

Personal display rules. Personal display rules seem to be motivated

by the need to relieve the dittomfort of negative feelings bytruisforming

their behavioral expression. They serve as coping'strategies that allow

the individual to regulate internal processes, such as a self-perceived
7

equilibrium of emotional state. Common personal display rules in middle

class American culture in-elude 'appearing calm when feeling upset; smiling

when feeling anxious, revealiri,j an angry expression when really. feeling

hurt, and so forth. Some persona', display rules which appear to be highly

prevalent may fact function as cultural display rules; they have taken

on a ritualisti1c and predictable character and function, in part, to regu-

late social e'xchange.

Direct deception. Deceptive expressive behavior iMplies.a delib-

erate attempt to mislead another about one's emotional experience in

order to gain some advantage over the other or to avoid some distinct

disadvantage. For example, an employee may mask an angryffacial. expression

with a poker face while the boss rebukes her;or him; revealing genuine

feelings might aggravate the employee's situation, resulting in further

disadvantages.Directly deceptive dissimulation of expressive behavior

is the area in which.the most developmental research has been Carried

out,(see a review by DePaulo & Jordan, 1982).

Directly deceptive dissimulation of expressive behavior could cer-

tainly subsume both cultural and personal display rule usage in that .



gaining advantages (or comfort) and avoiding disadvantages(or discom-

fort) are relevant to both types of display rule usage as well. However,

the intent here isto highlight the sometimes,subtle psychological dis-

tinctions among the categories of dissociation of affect and expression.

The two'categories of display rule usage have a prescriptive rule

character to their application. whereas direct deception is.much

more dependent on a win-loss di< inction within a particular immediate

situation.

Recent research by Ekman am' his associates on deceptionAreviewed

by Ekman; in press) suggests that \pluntary (his term) facial expressions'

are associated with rather different autonomic nervous< system patterns of,

response. The-subjects were not induced to try to experience some

emotion; rather they were instructed to cont-act certain'facial muscles

so that prototypical facial expressions, of primary emotions were pro=

duced. An interesting question is whether these ANS patterns would alSo

be obtained with habitually regulated expressive behavior.(as with display

ruleusalal that often appears 'automatically' and with little awareness.

In other words; the voluntary; pbsed quality would be minimal in habitUal

expressive betcavior regulation; and of course, emotional states would also
presumed

be involved; although not the/affective state reflected in the diSSOmbled

facial expression.

Observational research (Saarni; in press) on children's spontaneous

use of the display role "look pleased when someone gives you a-gift ==

even if you don't like it" does appear to confirm some of Ekman'

other conclusions about voluntary facial expressions: latentieS differ;

different parts of the face are not expressively 'synchronized" (e.g.,

knit brows, while sthiling), and -a general uneveness of expression occurs.

4



Development of Regulated Expressiveness

These categories of regulation of facial expression create four kinds

of modificatiOn in the face. First, an individual may minimize the expres-

Sion of his/her emotion (e.g., one might lOok mildly concerned when one in

fact feels quite worried). Second, ones feelingt may be exaggerated in

degree (e.g., sadness could be intensified to elicit sympathy). Third;

neutralization of expression occurywhen one's feeling is masked behind a

'poker face.' Fourth, substitution of expression occurs if one's real

feeling is concealed by displaying another expression which corresponds to

a different affect (e.n., smiling is often used to conceal anxiety).

.

Ekman and Friesen (1975) contend that it is actually easier to sub-

stitute another expression than to adopt a neutral one (one's own emotion

tends to leak through the poker face). They_also cite Darwin for first

noting that the smile is among the most common expressive substitutions

because "the muscular movements required fbr smiling are most different

from the muscular movements involved in the negative emotions" (p. 142).

Our anatcmy in this case provides us with a ready way out. However, there

is currently no systematic research indicating a develOpmental sequence of

acquisition of these four types of modification of affective expression.

My hypothesis is that exaggeration may emerge first, e.g., when a tbddler

stubs a toe but howls as thOugh the/he hat turelfbrOken her /his fbot.

Blurton Jones (1972) has also noted that children, ages 3 to 4 years, were

likely to intensify their crying after falling and injuring themselves

when ;they were aware of being observed as opposed to believing themselves

to be unattended to. Minimization may follow next as preschoolers are pften

directly socialized to miniaturize their affective displays, bbth positive

and negative. The former are-often responded to by adultS as boiSteroUs,

d

and the latter may invite-reproach or invalidation. As for the acquisition

order of substitution and neutralization, they may emerge simultanebUsly,



or a preference for one or the other may appear; both represent masking

one's feelings. Some research evidence suggest that in our culture

girls may be more likely to adopt smiling to mask theie. feelingt (cf.

Feldman;1979; Saarni, in press). .Popular stereotypic assumptions Would

suggest that the "stoic" poker face (6eutralintiOn) is more commonly

associated with.mascul.inity rather than with femininity. Some empirical

support for the latter supposition may be feUhd in Buck's (1977) research

with Rreschool children and in --ShennUmandBUgental'S (1982) research on

gramme school children's acquiSition of inhibition of negative expressivity

-(boys exceeded girls in skill in expressive inhibitiOn using neutralilation;

the girls were more likely to use expression substitution).

Cognitive precursors Of regulated xpresSiveness. Two studies -thine
0

with grade school children substantiate that portioctive=takiq is posi=:.

tively associated with greater skill at controlled or managed facial

expressions. , Shennutil and Bugental_ (1982) used a spatial perspective-

taking task while Feldman.(1982) used a verbal story-telling method, and

both measures significantly predicted skill in management of expression.

Buck (1982a) has proposed a complex model based on the interaction

of right and left hemispheres.in explaining relations between spontaneous

.affective state-and controlled, communicated emotional expressiveness.

The differentiation in left hemisphere-mediated symbolic schemes allows
4 A

the growing child to construct "communication streams" that have inter-

.woven in them right hemisphere-mediated affects with analytical appraisal

,of one's interpersonal situation. The result includeS the development

of impression management skills and what Buck call "emotional education"

(Buck, 1982b).

Another cognitive component in the deVelopment of regulated expressive



behavior is the awareness of conventions or social rules (cf. Damon, 1977;

Shantz, 19.82; Turiel, 19787. Witft reference to regulated expressive behav

ior; the degree to which cultural (or'sub-cultural) display rules are

understood by the child would seem particularly related to the child's

level of cognitive sophistication (see levels of cognitive organization

proposed by Damon; 197.; and Turiel, 1978).

Selman's (1982)1Tiodel of developmental levels for_self-awareness is

,yetanothercogntive p sor in the development of regulated expressive

behavior. His Stages 2 and 3 are e ecially relevant for understanding

the three basic categories of regulate d expressive behavior. Briefly,

his Stage 2entails 'the emergence of an introspective self.' Selm0

suggests that "youngsters at this stage begin to reflectively understand

that the self is capable of : (1) constantly monitoring its own thoughts

and actions, (2) consciously and often deceptively presenting a facade

to others, and (3) gaining inner strengths by having confidence in its

own abilities." (Selman; 1982, p. 72). My own research on children's

verbalized understanding of the dissociation of affective state and

______
expressive behavior certainly supports Selman's conceptualization of

self-awareness as haVing developmental stages of complexity; and this

Stag was especially diCernible in the children's responses (6rni;

1979, Note 1).

Selman's Stage 3 is more relevant to adolescence; and is character

lied by a subtle appreciation of the self as "an active psychological

manipulator of inner life (a forceful remover of painful ideas);;;For

the Stage 3 Child, the Mind (or ego) is now seen aS 016,06§ an active

moderating role between-inner feelings and outer actions." (1982, pp.

77 -73). A few 13-year olds in my most recent research did seem to
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evidence this sort of thinkipg; and this study will be described shortly;

To illustrate; howeVer; , consider the following quote, which was given

in response to a question about how does the child personally 'decide'

when to reveal her real feelings or.not: "well; it would depend on how

important the feeling was to me and how I'd think the people I was with

would react to my showing how I really felt; Probably if I.felt embar-

rassed about the feeling; I wouldn't show it; or I'd try to smile;"

Clearly this child appreciates the active simultaneity of self as

agent as well as self as object.

Potimatjonal prPrursors of regulated expressiveness; In addition .

to cognitive awareness of social rules-or-conventions regarding ex-

pressive behavior and awareness of the self as mediator between inner

`stSte and external display; there has to be a desire or motivation to

implement regulated expressive behavi6,: My earlier research (Saarni,
(as used bY_children)

'1979) suggests there are at least four broad categories/for why ex-

pressive behavior s modified;, they are: (a) trouble-avoiding motive,

which correspond to the direct deception category of regulated ex=

pressiveness; (b) relationship-relevant motives (such as not hurting

anothei'S feelings by revealing one's own genuine emotions), ich

can be any of the three categories of regulated_expressiveness;

(c) self-esteem preserving motives, which appear-to correspond to the

personal display rule category; and (d) maintenance of norms motives,

which appears to correspond to the cultural display rule category.

Finally; there also has to be present the i%)ility to implement the

expressive behavior regulation. 'Fa-dal MUscaes and Other bbdy behaViort

have to ba controqed and coordinated aloq with one's awareness of

self-monitoring- and along with one's motivation to implement some sort



Of 'expressive behavior regulation.

SOciali2ation_of Affective-ExpressiVe Behalior

Diodes of socializing influence. Socialization operates on affective-

expressive behavior" in at least five overlapping modalities, For the

Sake'of brevity, they will only be listed here. What I cell the:direbtMode

of socialization includes social' learning mechanisms; e.g., observational

learning; operant conditioning or. contingency learning; and modeling.

Indirect modes include:the remaining four modalities of- socializing

fluence. They are: respopding,;tO expectations (cf. Saarni; NOte l7)$
(e;g; Kohlberg, 1969);_

-

use of identification/ causal attributions (e.g.; Lepper; 1982; bionstbier;

1978);.and via meta-communication (cf. Saarni; 1982; Watzlawick, Beavin$

& Jackson; 1967; Satir, 1967). All fiVe Modes of socializing influence

contrtbute to the child developing a belief structure aboutreality that

reflects his/her socio-cultural group and hiS/her developmental level or

stage. This multi-faceted 'belief structure about reality' includes, of

course; beliefs about how to make sense of one's emotional experience,

how to cope with one's internal emotional states (particularly if they be-
.

cOMe intense); and how to communicate one's emotions 'appropriately' to

Others. The last set of beliefs iS the focus of the present discssion.

Setialiling influence dn_resulated_expressive behavior. The various

modes of socializing influence would certainly influence-what norms.

social conventions Children beCome aware of about how; when; and wh

to thOW one's feelingS 'appropriately.' Children's motives to fulfill

Or enact thete conventions for regulating expressive behavior would,

in part, stem frOM tOtializing influences. One can readily think of

how contingenty reinforcement; modeling; and identification would con--

tribute to the acquisition of assorted motives for modifying one's
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affective-expressiVe behaVior. More subtle influence on motivation to

rdgulate one's expressiveness would come from socializing effeCts of ex-

pectations, causal attribUtions, and meta- communication. An example of

an expectation's influence on regulation of expressiveness might be as

follows:

Parent (to child awaiting an injection): You may find.that it

hurts less if yoirlObk up at the ceiling and find a little spot

to stare at very hard.

There are three expectations communicated here: one; that the child will

feel pain; two-, that the child can relieve the pain by concentrating on

something else; and three, that looking upwards and>staring hard at some-

thing minute are behaViOrt that will normally interfere With.otherwise

venting one's distresS expressively (e.g., tears, gasping, etc.). Using

theSarlleeXWTTiliiitlrliCatiVeITleSSage(ofteh-ekijei-iertced as

an implicit 'command') sent by the parent to the child is tWo-fold: do

not give in to the pain by expressing it_; and the child should do some-

thing to control the intensity -of his/her internal state.

Using a different example for an attribution's inflUente:On regulated

expressive behavior, consider the following:

Mother (single parent; speaking exesperatedly to a child who has

been caught in delictu): YOu and your father are one of a kind!

He'd never admit to anything!

Child: But I didn't do anything., (Accompanied by wide=eyedi earnest

faee and child's inference that he can stymy Mom by acting like Dadi

to whom Mother attributet

The Overlapping of these socialiling modes allows for considerable redun-

dancy in terms of getting the message across to kids: if they are
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oblivious to one's expectations, they may pick up on one's more forceful

attributions. (-If all else fails; there are 6106Yt direct contingency modes

Df reinforcement to fall back on; although there exists an intense debate

over whether such direct reinforcemeht May actually-undermine internal-

ization of self-controls. See,,fiir eXaM0e; Baumind; 1983; Lewis; 1981.)

Socialization of personal display rules. I-find it especially in-

teresting to consider how sOtialilatiOn Contributes to this category of

regulated expressive behavior. Recall that personal display rulesare

used to relieve the individually perceived discomfort of some emotional

state, thereby protecting one's intrapsychic adjustment or equilibrium.

Personal display rules can be quite idosYntratiC, kassed- n within a

family; or can have some degree of cultUral commonality (e:g.; Americans'

tendency to smile when actually feeling anxious). What seems to occur is

that a child develops a "vulnerability barometer" about (a) how s/he

evaluates her/his internal state(e.g., "it's bad to feel angry at baby

sister") and about (b) how others will evaluate her/hit self-presentation;

The former: signals its vulnerability threshOld by the experience of.anxiety

and the latter by the experience of embarrassment.

My own research on-grade school thildren't personal reasons for when

they masked their feelingsAyf hurt/pain and fear indicated that the avoid-

ante of derision, of being teased, or of feeling eMbarrassed accounted for

58% of the reasonsgiven, (Saarni, (\ite 2). Clearly by tchoOl-entry child-

ren are aware that inner states and external expressive behaviors can be

dissociaied and that a significant reason for such dissociation is to

avoid others' devaluations of the self. Thit is a potent direct socializing

contingency indeed. An interesting'research prObleM to.ObrStie'WOuld be

to examine how the indirect socializing modes also contribute to the

establishment of a :"vultierabilityTharometer",for,When' to .dissociate



external expression from internal state.

Empirical ft-et-earth on_SoCiiiii7Ation of Regulated Expressiveness

11

Detpite the vast literature on socialization (comprehensively sum-.

matiZed by Macebby; 1980k the socialization of affect per SO is rarely

directly addretted. The only emotions that are typically ttudied in

socialilatiOh research -are the feeling ofguilt in:moral development or

..empathic responses in prosocial development; These socialization stUdiet

generally ekaMin- the variable Of parental discipline style andior

degree of warTth own by parents for their children. (I am not inClUd=

ing ere, eider patterns Of attachmeat or aggression'socializatiOn studies

as these are h9t generally consider emotion per se, ,althOUgh affettiVe

developmerit is obViously implied0

BUgental: (in press) has recently made aH, compelling argument for

the transactional or reciprocal effects model in.analyiing the socializ-

atiOn of affect ,difficult-to-control;, unresponspe Children. She

-f suggest S that "the impact of certain types of childbehavior will be

heightened. for adults'whOse' attributions sensitize them to that'particUz-
.

1-ar child behavior. Their response is predicted; in turn, to elicit

or maintain child-behavior suppOrti_veof"their belief system. "' flioe

italic, O. 6).

Turning nOwtO my most recent study; I examined parelital' 'belief

systems' abbilt thildten'S expressive behavibr.;.their attitudes toward

their own self-Ponitering, and their attitudes toward their familiet'

social! milieu. Thete three parental variables were used as predictors

of three child Variables, the latterderived froM structured interviews

w* Children.. The child variables reflected in turn-the children's

belief systems about the Management of affective=express)ve behavior.
, to.

SpeCifically, the,children (from grade 2, 5, and 8) were questioned

about (a) the justification for another child's regulption, of expressive
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behaVi6r, (b) the interpersonal consequences of regOlated expressiveness

'Whet Would the observer think or the target child); and (c) the

VeiTI rationale for how s/he personally figures out the tialance

betwen showing or not showing her or his real feelings to others. (Note

that the first two v::riables refer to the subject child's understanding

,lbout]tr'unsaction. between ethers; the last refers to self-understanding;)

Procedure; Thg parents individually responded to the author-

developed questionnaire; Parent Attitude toward Child Expressiveness

Scale (PACES; which assesses the degree of control/permissiveness a parent

espouses tc;ard their child's affective-expressive behavior); to Snyder's

Self-Mehitering Scale (SMS; Snyder; 19.); and to Moos' Family Environment

Scale (FES; Moos; 1974); of which only the Expressiveness; Independence;

and Centro] sub-scales were used; (A copy of PACES has been appended;)

,ildren's qualitative responses were coded according to ranks

6- exit whereby the highest ranks entailed considerable sophistica-

ton ie nerpective- taking and self-reflective awareness such as the quota-

tier, fe6m the 13-year old girl cited earlier;

The data were analyzed by means of stepwise regression analyses for

each of thP three child variables. Child's age was entered first; follow-

ed by the parental measures (11 predictor variables in' all);

Results. Age of child was by far the most powerful predictor of

all these child variables; which was expected; given that the coding schemes

reflected gradations of complexity; However; father's Self-Monitoring

was a s:gnificani contributor to both the justification variable and the

consequences variable. Father's PACES score was also a significant con-__ _ _ _

tribbtor tb the variation in the consequences variable; For both of these
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child variables, more complex or higher level understanding was associated

with-Nther being less concerned about his own self-monitoring and being

more permissive toward his child's affective-expressive behavior. Thus,
be

fathers who themselves tend/to more freely expressive and who profess ac7

cepting beliefs about their children's expressive behavior may also tend
N

to be less constrained by conventional masculine role stereotypes re-

giLwding the importance of maintaining the stoic front. Such fathey(s,

being more feeling-oriented, may alSo communicate more within their familieS

about how they feel, how others reacted, how subsequent emotional inter-

actions were affected, and so forth. The inference here is that such

fathers make more salient for their children interpersonal affectiVe

transactions.

Turning now to the final child variable, that is, hOW the child detideS

for her/himself the balance between showing real_feelings or noti,, WO find

(in addition to age)
that only mother variables contributed significantly/to the variation ob-

tained in this more intrapsychic variable. Whereas permissive father

beliefs predicted their children's higher level understanding of affective-

expressive transactionsaboUt others, when it Comes to oneself, maternal

controlling beliefs predicted higher level understanding -- yet these
more

mothers also perceived their families' social climate as/expressive.

More specifically; greater maternal concern with self-monitoring, more

controlling attitude towards her child's affective-expressive behavior,

and greater maternal perception of family expressiveness significantly predicted

the complexity and subtlety of.her child's beliefs about how s /he inte-

grates showing or not 'showing her/his real feelings.

14.
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Interestingly; whereas mothers' and fathers' perceptions of indepen-

dence and control in their families' social climate correlated .42 and .63

respectively, for expressiveness the.correlation coefficient was only r =

Parenial PACES scores correlated-only .15, and parental Self-Monitoring

scores correlated only .05. These negligible correlations among the parental

measures most directly related to beliefs about regulated expressiveness

account for the divergent paths that fathers and mothers appear to tra-

verse in the socialization of their children's beliefs about regulated

affective-expressive behavior;

Conclusion

I am drawn to Bugental's (in press) argument for reciprocal effects

of belief structures in socialization to explain the seeming discrepancies

between mother and father data for predicting 'higher level:emotional under-

standing on the part of their children. Consider the following "family:"

Mom has married Dad; who does not particularly concern himself with mon-

itoring his expressive behavior and who is fairly permissive toward the

kids' expressive behavior as well. As a result; Mom perceives the family

as having a rather expressive social climate; and she feels her belief

that her own self-monitoring and more controlling attitude toward the

kids' expressiveness is justified; what with all this husband-mediated

expressiveness taking place; (Mom: "Somebody's got to show these kids,

some self-control and social skills.") The outcome is that the children

are exposed to two sets of beliefs, two -sets of- models; and two sets of

meta-communications about affective-expressive behavior; The children

are stimUlated in their perspective-taking and reflective self-awareness

and demonstrate higher level understanding of affective-expressive trans-

actions as a resulti In the end, it may be a chaotic household at times,

15
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what with different parental messages, but the kids get smarter quicker.
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The scoring weights for the.multille choice format used in PACES range

frOM 1 to 4, where 1 = most permissive attitude endorsed by the respondent

about a child's emotional expressiveness and 4 = the most controlling or re-.

Strictive attitude. In the Table below each scale item number is represented

by the number in parentheses; the numbers fbllowing are the weights assigned

to the multiple choice options a, b, C, and d. The total score.is obtained

by addi the number of weighted optionS endorsed by:the respondent.

(-1)c 3, 1; 2 (6) 1, 4, 3, 2 (11) 4, 1, 2, 3 \\(16) 4, 1, 2, 3

(2) 4, 2, 3, 1. (7) 1, 4, 2, 3 (12) 1, 2i 4, 3 (17) 3, 2, 1, 4

(3) 1; 3; 4, 2 (8) 3, 1, 2, 4 (13) 4; 1; 3, 2 (18) 4; 1; 3,.2

(4) 4, 1,3, 2 ;.(9) 3, 1, 2, 4 (14) 1, 4, 2, 3 (19) 1, 4, 2, 3

(5) 2, 1, 3, 4 (10) 3, 2, 1, 4 (15) 2, 1=i 4, 3 (20). 2, 4,'1, 3

The percent agreement on the above scoring weights, based on the

ratings or24 graduate students in a child clinical seminar and those of the

author; was 71%;

The test-retest'reliability; over a four-week interval; was calculated

on 36 respon dents (half of whom were in fact parents) who were graduate students

enrolled'in a psychological assessment class; The correlation coefficient was

r = .77. The first mean was 33.5, s.d.=4.9; the'second mean was 33.7; s. .=

5.7.

. .

For comparison purpOses,\50 parents of midd1e class parochial school

children obtained a mean of 41.26 and .a standard deviation of 4.63, inditating

that graduate,student5 in a counseling department espouse more permissive

attitudes toward children's emotional expressiveness than do parochial school

children's parents. This difference fs\both significant (.p. <.05) and

conceptually expected.



UESTIONNAIRE

Instructions: In the following multiple choice questiobS_OleaSe Circle only one
response wRich seems most similar to what you:Would be likely to in the situation
described.

1. If my school-age child is bragging about his/her skill in some adtivity_to another
child; proceeds to goof up and hurt him/herself, and then comes to me for aid, I would:

a; tell them that they look foolish_being so upset a'ter bragging
b. attend tg them a*little, but with some annoyance j_

.

c; comfort them about the injury and ignore the bragging'
_

d. '-give comfort but also mildly chide them about the bi-aggihg

2. If my school-age child receives an undesirable birthday gift frOM faMily friend:
or relative and looks obviously disappointed, even annoyed, after opening it in the
preSence of the person giving the gift; I would:

a: be annoyed with my child for being rude
b. look the other way 4

c, remind my child to say thank-you
d. say that it really was too bad they didn't get What they wanted

3; If my school -age child.is very shy around adults who come to visit our home and
prefers to stay in the bedroom during the visit; I would:

a. let my child do as he/she pleases
b. reproach mychild_aboutbehaving_like a mouse
c. tell my child that he/she must stay in the living room and visit with the guest
d. remind my child to be polite

4; If during a bus ride my school-age child continues to look intently at someone
whose whole head is covered with scar tissue, I would:

a. nudge my. child and say to mind his/her own business
b. permit the ldoking
c. tell my child it is impolite to stare
d. ask what he/she is doing

. 5. If my school-age child starts to giggle during a funeral, I would:

a. ignore it
b. SMile understandingly at my child
C. frown at my_child__.
d. froWn and also tell my child to be quiet

6. If my School-age child is afraid of injections and
waiting for his/her turn for a shot; I would:

. comfort them before and after the shot
b. tell them not to embarrass me by crying while getting the shot
c. tell, them to try to get more under control
d. tell them that the pain lies more in the fear than in the actual shot

7. If my Sthool-age_child shouts at me in anger after I accidentally thro away
his/her favorite comic book; I would:

a; apologize
b. give them a piece of my mind about the disrespect SftoWn to me and them:

to go to their room
apologize but tell them to stop yelling at me
send them to their room to cool off; then apologize later

becomes a bit shakey while

2u
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8; If my school-age child carelessly loses some prized (but inexpensive) possession
and reacts with tears; I would:

a. tell them not to_get so upset about it
b. tell them how unhappy I am abOut the_loss too
c. remind them to be more careful next time
d. say they should not feel so 'sorry for themtelves since they were so careless

as to lose it in the First place

9. If my school-age child is about to appear on a lOca4-1016vision program and inquires
with visible nervousness about how many people will be Watching the thOWi I would:

a, say to get control of themselves and try not to show their nervousness
reassure and comfort my child

c. suggest thihkihg about something relaxing so that their nervousness will
not be so obvious

d. tell my child to get a grip on him/herself if he/the wants a good performance

(18.. If my school-age child attends a family birthday dinner in 4_hite restaurant
and exuberantly jumps out of his/her chair and shouts "Happy Birthday!" I Wobld:

a. smile but also tell my child to try not to be so rambunctious
b. say nothing
c. smile understandingly about my child feeling sk happy
d. say that proper restaurant behavior requires sitting down and speaking

quietly, despite feeling happy and excited

11. If my school-age child becomes very angry at_his/her sibling, begins to shout
and stomp around the room, and I am nearby, I would:

a. tell my child to speak civily and apologize as well
'b. not intervene
c. try_to findout what the altercation was all about
d. tell my child to cool down

12; If-my school-age child has some unfounded fear (e.g., of the dark, of dogs; etc.)
and gets panicy in the feared situation, I would:

a. reach out with a touch and assure them I was there to help
b. give assurance that I was there to help but that it was time for them

to reali2o_they had no real treason to_beafraid
c. tell them they are beihg silly and will embarrass themselves someday by being

so afraid
d. tell them to control themselvet better so that they will feel less afraid

13. If my school-age child is teased and -Galled names by another youngster on the_

way home from school and arrives home tremblih-g and tearfUl; I would:

a. say "if you don't want to -be a sissy, scaredy-cat, or whatever; you should
stick up more_for yourself"_

b. feel concorned_Mytelf and_also comfort and reassure my child
c. tell my child to keep a stiff upper lip and not let the other child see

him/her so upset
d. reassure my child but also say that showing one's fear to others sometimes

causes problems

14. If my school-age.child rather obviously watches a mentally retarded person
as we ride the bus, I would:

a. permit the_staring
b. nudge_My child and say to mind his/her own business
C. ask_what he/she:is doing _

d. tell my child that it is impolite :to stare
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15. If my school-age child wins a race in a track meet and after receiving_everY=
one's congratulations continues to jump around gleefully and exclaim ove the victoryi
I would:

a. saynothing but would begin to feel uncomfortable
b. smile approvingly and offer more congratulations
c. -frown at the display and say that real winners do not keep "crowing"
d. suggest they were over-doing it and to calm down

16. If my school-age child appears to be quite afraid during an amusement park ride
and other accompanyiig youngsters do not seem to be afrai'dk; I would:

a. tell my child to shape up or he/she will be teased by the other, kids
b. comfort and reassure my child
c. let him/her cope with the.fear without_my intervening
d. tell my child to try to get better control of him /herself

17.. If my school-age child is in a recital (e.g., d-ace, music, gymnastics, etc.)
and during.a solo makes an error and proceeds to look as if on the verge of tears,
afterwards I would:

a. say that_the performane was fine, but it would have been better if they
had not looked so upset about the mistake

b. compliment the performance and/ say nothing about the mistake _

c. compliment the perfors-mance and say that the concern on their-face after the
mistake showed the audience-that-they-really wanted.to do-welI

d. say that no one would have paid attention to the mistake if they had not
acted so babyish about it

18.. If my school-age child comes home from school very angry about something the
teacher has done and proceeds to slam doors; mutter dire threats, and scowl fiercely,
I would:

-a. reprimand my child for being so out of control and behaving inappropriately
in the house

b. ask what had happened
-c. tell my child that his/her behavior is disruptive
d. tell my child that I just hope he/she doesn't act this way at scnool

19. If my school-age child is staring with interest at a woman breast-feeding
ber baby, I would:

a. permit the loOking
b. nudge my child and say, to mind_hig/her own buSineS
c.. ask my child what he/she is doing
d. tell my child that staring is impolite

20. If my School-age child mutters "yecchr and grimaces when Grandma serves some
of her casserole on his/her plate, I would:

a. remind'my child to be-more polite
b. tell my child to apOlogize and shape -up immediately or leave the table
C. smile rather nervously and ask my child "we'll, what do you think it.is ?"
d. frown at my child while asking him/her to apologize for the poor manners


